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the american israel public affairs committee is a force no politician wishes to oppose at its march 22 24 2010 annual policy conference demand conference aipac was bombarded with washington grovelers all trying to, reactionary philosophy in an enormous planet sized - i have heard the following from a bunch of people one of whom was me six months ago i keep on reading all these posts by really smart people who identify as reactionaries and i don t have any idea what s going on, atlantic council leaving eritreans in the cold awate com - saleh younis saay has been writing about eritrea since 1994 when he published eritrea exponent a quarterly print journal his writing has been published in several media outlets including dehai eritrea studies review visafroc asmarino and of course awate where his column has appeared since the launch of the website in 2000, read this book for free all chapters now published - wondering what s wrong with our world dare you to read this book the website you are currently visiting is a direct outgrowth of the writing in the book the storm before the calm in which you have been invited to co author a new cultural story for humanity as part of a global movement that book is now posted here, turning diabetes upside down dr malcolm kendrick - a bit behind the times in blogging about it for a very small group in the know but for almost every single person i have spoken to including all doctors this is news, astropro news what s new this week at astropro - new features for the week of dec 3 2018 at certified professional astrologer richard nolle s astropro website
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